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Delivering
on the 5G vision
$13.2 Trillion in goods & services by 2035* 
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Enhanced 
mobile broadband

Massive 
IoT

Ultra-reliable 
low-latency

Automated guided vehicle (AGV) 

Wireless edge analytics

Computer vision
Sensors

Head mounted display

Industrial robot

Handheld terminal



4Source sample text

Road safety
V2V/V2I: Intersection assist, non-line
of sight warning

On-device intelligence 
Key for cars to act with immediacy

RSU with AI-based camera

RSU with AI-based camera

Traffic hazard warning 
AI–based camera detects hazards and alerts

Evolving 5G for smart transportation

Pedestrian alert
Traffic light detects crossing and alert
cars via I2V

I2V V2PV2V

C-V2X direct 
communication
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XR for closer collaborations
at the work place
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Emerging dedicated private 
networks for targeted needs 



Driving the 5G roadmap and ecosystem expansion

Rel-18+ evolution

2018 20202019 20222021 2023+

1. 3GPP start date indicates approval of study package (study item->work item->specifications), previous release continues beyond start of next release with functional freezes and ASN.1

Continue expansion to new verticals, 
deployments, use cases, spectrum

Future proof platform

Rel-17 commercialization

Rel-171

Rel-15

eMBB deployments 5G expansion to new verticals and use cases

Delivering on the 5G vision

Rel-16 commercializationRel-15 commercialization

LTE essential part 
of the 5G platform

Continuous research, early vision and prototyping, drive and reflect standards

NR

Rel-161



Positioning 
across use cases

5G 
massive IoT2

IAB — integrated 
access /backhaul

Continuation 
of Rel-15 

projects ,  others4

eMBB 
evolution3

5G NR 
Cellular V2X

5G NR in 
unlicensed 
spectrum

5G NR IIoT
with eURLLC

5G 
broadcast1

Expand sidelink e.g., 
V2X reliability, 
P2V, IoT relay

Unlicensed 

spectrum across 

all uses cases 

Centimeter 
accuracy e.g., 

IIoT with mmWave

New spectrum 
above 52.6 GHz

More capable, 
flexible IAB

NR-Light e.g., 

wearables, 

industrial sensors

Continued eMBB 
enhancements5

Enhancements 
to 5G NR IIoT

Rel-15 deployment 

learning, XR, 

drones, others6

Initial focus: eMBB — enhanced 

mobile broadband services

Scalable OFDM-
based air interface

Flexible
framework

Advanced 

channel coding

Mobile 
mmWave

5G core 
network

Sub-6 GHz with 
massive MIMO

LTE 
integration

Rel -16
Expanding to new use cases and industries

Continued evolution to deliver on the 5G vision

1. Enhancing Rel-14 LTE enTV to meet 5G requirements; 2. eMTC/NB-IOT in-band 5G NR and connected to 5G core; 3. MIMO, power consumption, mobility, MR DC/CA, interference management and more; 4. Non-terrestrial networks, 

non-public networks (private networks), NR SON/MDT and more; 5. further improvements to capacity, coverage, mobility, power consumption, spectral efficiency; 6. mixed-mode multicast, small data transmission, multi-SIM, satellite, multimedia

Rel -15
Established 5G NR technology foundation

Rel -17: Likely candidates
Continued expansion and enhancements



Delivering on the
5G vision and expansion

A unified future-
proof platform

Early
vision

Expanding 5G with the flexible framework

A flexible framework with 
forward compatibility
Efficiently multiplex today’s and 
unforeseen services on same frequency

Flexible slot-based framework

?
5G NR

eMBB

LTE

5G NR eMBB

5G NR

eMBB

Sidelink

Broadcast

C-V2X

Blank subcarriers

NR-Light

eMTC

NB-IoT

Scalable OFDM-based air interface
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5G NR

eMBB

LTE

5G NR eMBB

5G NR

eMBB

Sidelink

Broadcast

C-V2X

Blank subcarriers

Dynamic spectrum 

sharing (Rel-15+)

Integrated access and backhaul 

(Rel-16+) for mmWave only (not shown)

Wide-area mission-

critical (Rel-15/16+)

Broadcast/

enTV (Rel-16+)

Cellular V2X—network

side shown (Rel-16+)

NR-Light

eMTC

NB-IoT

NR-Light

(Rel-17+)

Massive IoT

(Rel-16+)

Expanding 5G with the flexible slot-based framework

Enhanced mobile

broadband (Rel-15+)
Sidelink (Rel-17+),

e.g., for offload

Unknown service 

not yet defined



Lower band LTEHigher band 5G

EPC
LTE

LTE 
UE

5G NR Dual connectivity

NSA 
UE

Accelerated 5G to 2019 with non-standalone mode



Higher band 5G

EPC
LTE

LTE 
UE

Lower band5G NR

Higher band

NSA 
UE

Lower band LTELower 5G/4G FDD band

Time

F
re

q
u

e
n

c
y

5G NR

LTE

100ms 100ms100ms

Expand 5G coverage 
• Dynamic Spectrum Sharing (DSS) 

• 5G FDD in low bands

+ 5G NR1

Expand coverage with
lower bands

5G 
UE
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Licensed spectrum 
by mobile operators 

Operators can allocate spectrum 
in a specific area

Dedicated regional
spectrum

Regional spectrum such as 

3.7GHz in Germany for IIoT

Unlicensed spectrum
with async sharing

NR-U with asynchronous sharing 

work for many applications  

Unlicensed spectrum
with synch sharing 

Synchronized sharing can provide 

reliability and eURLLC for IIoT

Multiple 
spectrum 
options 
For private 5G networks



Big data analytics

Local network

Sensitive traffic/data
stays on site

Enables ultra-low
latency

Edge cloud 

analytics

Access

Machines

Sensors

On-device

Wi-Fi

BLE

15.4
W-HART

Wired

Gateway

Security

Analytics

Sensor 
fusion

Computer
vision

Low-power 
processing

On-device
intelligence

Massive IoT

eMBB

eURLLC

Industrial IoT



Sensors Utilities

Smart city

Enhanced network 
communication

New direct 
communication

Massive
Internet of Things

V2V, V2I, and V2P communications for latency-

sensitive use-cases, e.g. collision avoidance

Deeper coverage to connect road infras-

tructure (e.g. sensors and traffic cameras)

Faster access to cloud for in-vehicle ex-

periences, car OEM services and telematics  

V2IV2N V2N

Road safety Transportation efficiencyConnected car services In-vehicle experiences Connected road sensors 

Speed 
harmonization

Road hazard 
waning 

Evolution to 5G NR supports smart transportation use cases

RSU

V2V



2029+20282026 202720252024202320222021202020192018

Policies that preserve investment in standards are key

Technology breakthroughs, hardware progress, new architectures, distribution of processing/AI/content,…

New deployments, new spectrum, 
new use cases, new verticals,…

Delivering on the
5G vision

A unified future-
proof platform

Some future requirements only 
possible on a new platform

Research: for 5G enhancements and for next gen. leap

Market needs: enhanced/emerging/unknown services to 5G

Vision forming

Historically 10 years 
between generations

Next technology leap 
for new capabilities 
and reduced cost 

Rel-15

Initially eMBB

Rel-16                            Rel-17

Expansion to new industries

Rel-18 Rel-19  Rel-20  Rel-21 and beyond Continued evolution



Follow us on:

For more information, visit us at:

www.qualcomm.com & www.qualcomm.com/blog
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